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In 2009, Louisiana and Mississippi partnered to research economic 

development opportunities and workforce needs associated with 

the region’s green economy. Through a $2.3 million grant from the 

U.S. Department of Labor, a consortium of the Louisiana Workforce 

Commission, Louisiana State University, Mississippi Department of 

Employment Security, and Mississippi State University conducted 

an extensive study of economic activity that is beneficial to the 

environment. This and other research products were developed as 

part of that effort.
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Description of Sector

a  A primary green job is defined as one where more than 50 percent of an employee’s 
time is devoted to one of the seven green activity categories: renewable energy; 
energy efficiency; greenhouse gas reduction; pollution reduction and clean-up; 
recycling and waste reduction; sustainable agriculture, natural resource conservation 
and coastal restoration; and education, compliance, public awareness and training 
supporting the other categories.

b  Support green jobs are defined as those essential to an organization’s involvement 
in one of the activity categories, but not requiring more than 50 percent of an 
employee’s effort.

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) 
describes the Information sector, NAICS 51, as establishments 
primarily involved in the creation and distribution of informational and 
cultural products. The primary activity of this sector is publishing: 
software, traditional print and digital. This sector classification also 
includes most forms of media such as motion pictures, music, 
television, newspapers and websites.1 In Louisiana, this sector 
employs 29,136 people representing 1.6 percent of total nonfarm 
employment.2 In 2009, private entities in the sector were responsible 
for $1.46 billion, or 2.1 percent of Louisiana’s gross state product.3

The Louisiana Green Jobs Survey was conducted during the fourth 
quarter of 2010 as part of this research effort to quantify and 
characterize the green economy in Louisiana. The survey provides a 
baseline measure of green employment. The survey results show an 
estimated 30,205 primarya green jobs in Louisiana across all sectors, 
which represent 1.6 percent of Louisiana’s nonfarm employment. An 
estimated 67,591 support green jobsb raises the total number of jobs 
involved in green activity categories to 97,796 jobs or 5.3 percent of 
nonfarm employment. The survey found that Louisiana’s Information 
sector accounted for 96 primary green jobs and 155 support green 
jobs. These survey results reveal that 0.9 percent of jobs in the 
Information sector are green with 0.3 percent primary green jobs 
and 0.6 percent support green jobs. 
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Introduction to the Green Component 
of the Information Sector

The Information sector covers a wide swath of businesses from print publishing and libraries 
to musical recording, film and TV productions, to video game design. The sector also bridges 
technological divides: portions of the sector create and provide information through physical 
media like magazines and newspapers; other aspects of the sector are completely created, 
distributed and enjoyed digitally; and still others are somewhere in between. Technology 
is disrupting long-established business models in this sector as well. Print media, music, 
film and even cable providers are all facing economic pressure from digital availability and 
distribution methods. 

The Information sector’s products and services also vary widely in size. Film and television 
programs can involve hundreds of people and millions of dollars, large video game projects 
can be years long and be equally costly, while print publications and music recordings can be 
much smaller affairs. Both the technological changes and the large scale involved in some of 
this sector’s various products yield a wide range of environmental impacts and opportunities 
for environmentally conscious innovation. 

In Louisiana, the Information sector is growing partly due to aggressive tax incentive 
packages for film and TV, music recording, and digital media. For the past few years, the 
state has consistently ranked third in the country for TV and film production behind the 
traditional entertainment hubs of California and New York.4 Digital media like software and 
video game development, a rapidly growing portion of the national economy, is also taking 
off in the state. In 2009, entertainment software directly and indirectly added $14 million to 
the Louisiana economy according to a study by the Entertainment Software Association.5 
And the state’s music industry, while a much smaller player in the Louisiana economy, 
carries special cultural significance inside and outside of the state. This report will examine 
the growing Information sector and detail ways in which it is offering goods and services 
that improve the environment or protect natural resources. It will also detail ways that this 
sector is altering its business practices to have a smaller environmental footprint.

This report will focus on the environmentally beneficial activities of the Information sector in 
two major areas: goods and services, and business practices. Discussions of this sector’s 
involvement in environmentally beneficial activities will be provided where significant 
involvement by the industry is found. As with other components of this project, green was 
defined based on seven green activity categories: 

 1. Renewable Energy

 2.  Energy Efficiency

 3. Greenhouse Gas Reduction

 4. Pollution Reduction and Cleanup

 5. Recycling and Waste Reduction
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Practices • • • • • • •

 6. Sustainable Agriculture, Natural Resource Conservation and Coastal Restoration

 7. Education, Compliance, Public Awareness and Training Supporting the Other Categories

Each activity category includes: the research, development, production and distribution 
of a final good or service; the supply of unique parts or inputs to a final good or service; 
and production processes and business practices regardless of the final good or service 
produced. The table below indicates the environmentally beneficial categories that will be 
featured in this report.  
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Green Goods and Services

A variety of businesses in the Information sector are providing goods and services that 
benefit the environment or help to conserve natural resources. Many of these products fall 
under the category of education, compliance and public awareness, as print media, film 
and others create works that illuminate environmental problems or ecological assets and as 
software publishers create computer programs to assist companies with the monitoring of 
their activities that impact the environment. 

Renewable Energy

No evidence of significant involvement for this activity category was found in the Information 
sector. 

Energy Efficiency

No evidence of significant involvement for this activity category was found in the Information 
sector. 

Greenhouse Gas Reduction

No evidence of significant involvement for this activity category was found in the Information 
sector. 

Pollution Prevention and Cleanup

No evidence of significant involvement for this activity category was found in the Information 
sector. 

Recycling and Waste Reduction

The influx of television and film production into Louisiana has also created high demand for 
props and scenery that are often seen as disposable by the crews. Acquiring and striking 
sets and props for film projects can be very wasteful. One firm in the Information sector that 
is providing services to address this waste is Strike it Green, a set and prop rental company 
in New Orleans. Strike it Green aims to help producers reduce their costs and environmental 
impact by renting furniture, props and other items. By renting props and sets, items are 
returned and reused rather than being thrown away.6

Sustainable Agriculture, Natural Resource Conservation and Coastal Restoration

Computer software publishers are providing tools for scientists, farmers and other groups 
involved in sustainable agriculture, natural resource conservation and coastal restoration. 
Software incorporating geographic information systems technology (GIS) and global 
positioning system (GPS) information is being used by conservationists, biologists and 
wildlife officials to monitor, map and navigate outdoor areas and wildlife habitats. Users 
can record and visualize data in the form of maps, reports or charts to reveal relationships, 
patterns or trends.7 Using GIS, one can map quantities, densities, changes and locations. 
In wildlife applications, GIS can help reveal migration patterns, habitat corridors and the 
influence of parks and reserves, as well as inventory animals and vegetation.8 GPS allows 
conservationists to import precise geographic information to better visualize wildlife areas. 
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Lonnie Schaffer poses with a 
dinosaur puppet, one of many 
recycled props available from 
Strike it Green, a New Orleans 
company that offers props and 
services to support green film 
production.
Photo © Gary Michael Smith.

Locations and landmarks can be tagged with coordinate information and communicated 
directly into GIS systems for analysis, mapping and management decisions.9 These two 
data sources help researchers and resource managers better understand and study the 
environment. 

Education, Compliance, Public Awareness and Training

The Information sector is responsible for a number of publications, films and programs that 
seek to educate their audience about environmental issues or increase public awareness 
of some environmental activity. Print publishers are producing a variety of publications 
with a focus on improving the environment and conserving natural resources. Louisiana 
Green Scene and Natural Awakenings are two examples of locally produced and published 
informational magazines covering the environment and sustainable living. Louisiana Green 
Scene’s publisher, Larry Savoie, produces the magazine monthly, which covers a number 
of topics including renewable energy, coastal restoration, sustainable agriculture, energy 
efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction. The magazine also features advertisements from 
other businesses involved in environmentally beneficial activities around the New Orleans 
area.10 Natural Awakenings also features environmental content and advertisements for 
environmentally conscious retailers and products, but features lifestyle and nutritional 
information as well.11

Film and television producers in Louisiana have also made features covering the 
environment. “Sola: Louisiana Water Stories” by Jon Bowermaster examines the 
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significance and many threats to the waterways of South Louisiana,12 and “Washing 
Away: After the Storms” is a Public Broadcasting Corporation television program covering 
Louisiana’s recovery after the hurricanes in 2005 and the state’s coastal land loss.13

Cox Communications, one of Louisiana’s largest cable and Internet service providers, 
participates in public awareness and educational activities with an emphasis on the 
environment. Along with the Trust of Public Land (TPL), Cox established the Cox Conserves 
Heroes program to recognize people in the community working to improve or enhance their 
local environments. Once a local conservationist is awarded the honor, the Cox Foundation 
provides $10,000 to support the winner’s nonprofit of choice. The program is currently 
active in New Orleans.14 More directly related to its core business, Cox Communications 
donated more than $3 million in airtime for public service announcements promoting energy 
efficiency, nature and ocean awareness.15 

This sector also creates software tools that help clients maintain compliance with 
environmental regulation. Many environmental laws contain reporting mandates to show 
compliance. Software packages offer companies the ability to track and report greenhouse 
gases and usages, emissions, and production of hazardous waste for the Toxic Release 
Inventory. Software can also establish a reporting schedule, automatic updates and 
customized checklists for environmental performance audits. 

Green Business Practices

Certain aspects of the Information sector are very resource intensive and leave a large 
environmental footprint. Film and television production, for example, can involve lots 
of different people and business decisions. Some aspects of production include office 
operations, set construction, crew and equipment transportation, camera and sound 
equipment, set lighting, special effects, wardrobe, hair and makeup departments, catering 
and crew services, post- production activities, distribution activities and promotional events. 

The environmental impact of this sector is evolving with technological changes. The 
transition from physical to digital media first seen in the music business, but now growing 
strongly in electronic film and book distribution, has been beneficial to the environment in 
some ways. Eliminating the packaging and transportation of these products has directly 
reduced the amount of resources needed to produce those items and the energy required 
to move them. 

However, society’s shift to digitally based information media has also meant heavier reliance 
on electricity and complicated electronic devices that are manufactured from many different 
natural resources and heavy metals at high energy costs.16 The rapid obsolescence of these 
electronic devices is also leading to quickly growing streams of “e-waste” and pollution 
problems when mercury and other dangerous materials used in electronics escape back into 
the environment when they are destroyed. This technological shift not only forces adaptation 
in business strategy, but it also changes the industry’s evaluation of their environmental 
impact and the programs they have already established to lessen that impact. 
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Across the Information sector, steps are being made to alter the day-to-day business 
practices of establishments in order to reduce the environmental impact. New Orleans’ 
Second Line Stages is one prominent example of how the Information sector can reduce 
the environmental footprint of its business practices.  Second Line Stages is the country’s 
first sustainably built, independent film studio. It was built from the ground up to serve 
the needs of the motion picture industry and has been awarded LEED Silver status by 
the U.S. Green Building Council for its environmental performance.c The facility itself was 
constructed on a redeveloped brownfield site, meaning the property itself was formerly of 
concern for its level of pollutants, contaminants or hazardous substances.17 The construction 
process prevented certain types of common pollution, utilized 20 percent recycled content 
in building materials, reused 75 percent of the existing exterior structures, and diverted 50 
percent of the construction waste from landfills. The building features highly efficient heating 
and air conditioning systems that rely on non-ozone depleting refrigerants, energy-efficient 
lighting and power management software, energy-saving windows, low-flow water fixtures, 
and water efficient landscaping.18 Second Line also takes care to use ecologically friendly 
cleaning supplies and environmentally friendly office supplies and to provide comprehensive 
recycling, composting and set strike programs.

Renewable Energy 

Movie and television production is often mobile and short-lived, making long-term 
investments in renewable energy systems like solar panels impractical. These Information 
sector businesses are, however, using renewably powered vehicles on set. The Motion 
Picture Association of America lists using solar-powered golf or service carts to meet 
transportation needs as one of their “Best Practices for Green Production.”19

A few firms in the music recording business have also begun to embrace renewable 
energy. Warner Music Group purchased renewable energy certificates from Bonneville 
Environmental Foundation to offset the carbon dioxide emissions from their New York 
headquarters. Renewable energy credits support wind and solar energy production and 
finance new renewable energy projects.20 A smaller label, Sub Pop Records, has also 
purchased renewable energy credits to offset their activities from Bonneville since 2006. 
Brushfire Records, founded by singer-songwriter Jack Johnson, powers its office and 
recording studio with solar energy.21

Cox Communications has announced initiatives to use renewable energy sources to help 
cut energy costs at their buildings, but only at certain non-Louisiana locations as of yet. The 
headquarters building in Arizona will be fitted with solar panels and is even testing a service 
that would allow the company to put solar panels on its customer’s roofs that would be used 
to offset the customer’s home energy bill and power Cox’s substations and power boxes.22 
At a radio station operated by Cox in Houston, Texas, geothermal power is now being used 
to cool the building, saving 26,000 watts of electricity.23 AT&T is also installing solar and wind 
systems at certain corporate offices in Texas and New Jersey.24

e The United States Green Building Council’s LEED rating system (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) is a green building rating system that recognizes projects for implementing designs that achieve greater 
environmental and health performance.
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Energy Efficiency 

The majority of the energy-efficiency improvements being reported by the Information 
sector are coming from film and cable providers. The Motion Picture Association of America 
(MPAA) lists a wide variety of energy-efficiency suggestions on its best practices guide for 
green production. The MPAA highly recommends using lighting that cuts down on energy 
use, stocking trailers and off-stage areas with energy efficient appliances, and establishing 
energy-saving procedures and policies for electronic equipment like computers. The MPAA 
also suggests alternative-fuel vehicles and hybrids for rentals while on location, low-polluting 
diesel engines and fuels for when operating on generator power, and strict idling policies for 
trucks and trailers.25 

Cable and wireless communications companies are also taking steps to improve energy 
efficiency. Cox Communications is using nitrogen in its vehicle tires in Arizona to get 
better gas mileage,26 replacing fleet vehicles with hybrids including their bucket trucks, and 
using GPS technology to better route its vehicles for fuel savings. Ninety percent of Cox’s 
total fleet is comprised of low-emission vehicles, of which 280 are hybrids, 1,480 run on 
biodiesel, and 240 are capable of running on E85 ethanol.27 The company has also installed 
specialized technology in some of its vehicles to control engine idling time. Two other 
information industry businesses providing television, Internet and wireless phone service in 
Louisiana making energy-efficiency improvements to their operations are AT&T and Verizon. 
AT&T has decreased the amount of energy required per terabyte of data carried by nearly 
24 percent from 2008 to 2009 through improved efficiency at cell sites, central offices and 
network equipment as well as data centers. The company is also increasing the number of 
alternative-fuel vehicles by 15,000 through 2018.28 Verizon is improving energy efficiency by 
20 percent with each hardware upgrade to its network equipment, increasing its alternative-
fuel vehicle fleet, pursing ENERGY STAR certification for some of its retail stores, and 
adjusting its shipping habits to achieve energy- efficiency improvements.29

Greenhouse Gas Reduction

Many large corporations like Cox, AT&T, and Verizon frame their environmental achievements 
in terms of reductions to greenhouse gas emissions and have established targets for 
continued improvement. These goals are largely met through improvements to energy 
efficiency, however. One opportunity for reducing greenhouse gas emissions outside of 
lowering the amount of energy consumed by a business in the Information sector is for 
motion picture and television producers to choose low-emitting fuels for the explosions 
created by their special effects departments. According to the MPAA’s guide to green 
production, using propane rather than liquid fuel for fire effects and water-based smoke 
fluids can help reduce emissions from manufactured explosions.30

Pollution Prevention and Cleanup

Print publishers can help to prevent highly toxic pollution by choosing to print on paper 
processed without chlorine and with inks derived from vegetable bases. During the paper 
making process, wood fibers are bleached to achieve paper’s customary bright white color. 
When chlorine and chlorine compounds are used in the bleaching process, a variety of 
toxic compounds are produced including dioxins, a well-documented carcinogen. While 
this bleaching activity occurs at the paper mill, publishers can seek out paper products 
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certified as processed chlorine free (PCF) or totally chlorine free (TCF) for their publications.31 
When paper is classified as PCF, the paper contains recycled fibers, some of which may 
have been bleached with chlorine originally, that when processed into new paper did not 
use chlorine. The TCF label is for virgin fiber never bleached with chlorine.32 Inks used in 
publishing can also play a role in preventing pollution. Traditionally made publishing inks 
can be derived from natural oils or petroleum products that can contain heavy metals like 
mercury, lead or cadmium if bright colors are desired. These inks can contribute to volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs) being released into the air or water. Vegetable-based inks 
generally contain lower levels of VOCs and 
are therefore less polluting.33 Both Louisiana 
Green Scene and Natural Awakenings 
magazines are printed with soy-based ink.   

Television and film producers can also assist 
with pollution prevention by seeking out 
environmentally friendly dry cleaners for their 
wardrobe needs. According to the Centers 
for Disease Control, 85 percent of dry 
cleaners rely on perchloroethylene (PERC) as 
the primary solvent in their operations.34 This 
substance is a potential human carcinogen 
according to the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health and can also 
lead to health problems.

Recycling and Waste Reduction

Wireless telecommunications companies 
have been extremely active in the 
development of recycling programs for their 
handheld devices. In 2007, Verizon was 
named to the EPA WasteWise program’s 
hall of fame for its recycling and waste-
prevention efforts. During 2007, 2008, and 
2009, the company recycled more than 1 
million phones per year.35 Verizon has also 
implemented computer and electronics 
recycling programs throughout its business 
offices. At AT&T, more than 4.2 million 
phones were collected in 2009 for reuse 
or recycling through in-store drop-off bins, 
prepaid mailing envelopes at stores and 
printable postage labels from the company 
website.36

The Motion Picture Association of America 
also has a number of recommendations for 
producers to help increase recycling and 

Wireless telecommunications 
companies have been 
extremely active in the 
development of recycling 
programs for their handheld 
devices. Cell Phone Recycling 
stations like the one above 
can often be found in libraries, 
parks, and government offices.
Photo CCPL: Todd Mundt/
www.flickr.com/photos/
toddmundt/ 
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reduce waste. The organization offers paper-saving tips common in many offices, but also 
suggests using real dishes for cast and crew catering, providing all staff with reusable coffee 
mugs and water bottles, maintaining a variety of recycling bins on set and in production 
offices, donating old equipment and wardrobe items, reusing scaffolding and other 
materials.37 New Orleans production studio Second Line Stages connects its clients with 
locally based reclamation and used supply store Project Green, which promotes the creative 
reuse of materials throughout the community.38 Television and film producers can also make 
decisions regarding the marketing and distribution of their films that can reduce waste 
through minimal packaging and electronic press kits.39

Record companies have also recognized the waste created by unrecyclable CD jewel cases, 
liner notes and distribution cartons. Many music publishers, including large companies Sony 
BMG, Universal, and Warner Music Group, have begun distributing CDs in renewable and 
recyclable cases, and utilizing higher post-consumer recycled paper content in their CD and 
DVD liner notes.40

Sustainable Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation and Coastal Restoration

One of the biggest recent shifts in the Information sector has been the move from physical 
media for storage, playback or publication to digital and online formats. Sound recordings, 
motion pictures and television programming, video games, software, periodicals and books 
are all widely available electronically. According to the NPD Group, a market research firm, 
digital sales accounted for 40 percent of the overall music market share in the first quarter of 
2010; a 5 percent gain over the same quarter in 2009.41 The online availability of newspapers 
and magazines and the rise of e-books has also dramatically changed the publishing industry. 
Purely from a natural resources and waste reduction point of view, this digital transition has 
been beneficial to the environment by reducing the need for manufacturing or transporting 
music compact discs, movies, books, newspapers and periodicals.

Despite declines in print circulation, newspapers in the United States still used 9.6 million 
tons of newsprint in 2006.42 Publications still in hard copy can help preserve natural 
resources by using paper made from recycled fibers. The Environmental Protection 
Agency and the Environmental Paper Network recommend using paper with at least 30 
percent recycled fiber (mainly from post-consumer sources) and newspaper publishers are 
encouraged to use paper with at least 50 percent recycled fiber. According to the Green 
Press Initiative, each ton of recycled fiber paper used can save up to 24 mature trees.43 
Manufacturing paper from recycled fibers is also less water and energy-intensive than that 
from virgin sources.44 In addition to using paper made from recycled materials, publishers 
can also choose to protect natural resources by buying paper certified by the Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC). FSC-certified paper guarantees that the wood used to make the 
paper product came from a sustainably managed forest.45 

Motion picture producers can also conserve natural resources and promote sustainable 
agriculture by choosing how they construct their sets and the types of food they offer 
through catering services. Makeup professionals working on films and television can also 
choose organic makeup, hair and personal hygiene products.46
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Education, Compliance, Public Awareness and Training

Many industries have professional organizations designed to help their peers reduce the 
environmental impact of their business practices. One such organization is the Green Press 
Initiative. The Green Press Initiative works with book and newspaper publishers to conserve 
natural resources, preserve forests, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and minimize 
impacts on indigenous communities through awareness raising, collaboration and assistance 
with the implementation of programs geared toward sustainability goals.47  

Economic Factors

The Information sector has played an important role in educating consumers about the 
environmental impacts of various goods and services. The amount and quality of information 
made available to the general public through electronic sources has increased vastly as 
entities in the Information sector shift away from traditional publications. Consumers are 
able to access information about the environmental impact of the goods and services 
they consume and the business practices employed at the companies they frequent. As 
consumers become increasingly interested in reducing their environmental footprint, they 
may utilize this information to comparison shop, not based only on the price tag, but also on 
the environmental impact of the goods and services they procure. This will require access to 
environmental reports and data provided electronically.

The rapid technological changes that have been introduced in digital publishing and 
distribution are rapidly changing the business structures in the Information sector. This 
rapidly evolving business environment presents opportunities for developing new business 
practices to increase efficiencies and cost savings. Waste reduction, recycling and energy-
efficiency improvements all have the potential to reduce cost and increase profitability. 

Public Policy

In Louisiana, the Information sector has been growing thanks to a number of state 
incentives and tax packages. The first tax package was issued in 2002 for movie, television 
programs, commercial, and music video production. The Louisiana Motion Picture Tax 
Incentive Act offers a 30 percent transferable incentive for total in-state expenditures related 
to the production of a motion picture and an additional 5 percent labor incentive on the 
payroll of Louisiana residents employed by the production.48 These incentives have helped 
Louisiana become the third largest state for production behind California and New York, with 
20 films made in 2006, 42 in both 2007 and 2008, 50 in 2009, and 67 in 2010.49 The second 
industry in the Information sector to benefit from generous tax packages from the state of 
Louisiana was digital media. Beginning in 2005, interactive media companies could receive a 
25 percent tax credit for production costs and a 35 percent tax credit for labor by Louisiana 
residents for gaming, web application and interactive content development.50 In 2007, this 
tax credit generated $8.69 for every $1 in tax credits invested by the state. The music 
recording industry also received a tax package from the state of Louisiana in 2005. The 
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Sound Recording Investor Tax Credit, which expired in 2009, lowered the cost of producing 
music recordings by providing a 25 percent tax credit on sound recording infrastructure.51

Thanks to the surge in production following the creation of these tax packages, the state 
is developing a support infrastructure largely from the ground up. Not only is this providing 
new employment opportunities in the state, but it also gives Louisiana a chance to establish 
itself as a national leader for best practices in the industry. Rather than trying to adapt 
existing facilities and practices to meet environmental performance standards and the 
ecological efficiency expectations of some studios, Louisiana has the opportunity to get out 
ahead of coming trends.52

The print publishing industry is regulated by the National Emission Standards for the printing 
and publishing industry, a rule that originated in 1996 and was amended in 2006. The 
Environmental Protection Agency issued the rule to guard against air pollutants from the 
printing and publication process.53 

Technology

Technology has brought major changes to the Information sector over the past several years. 
Thus far, these changes have resulted in decreases in waste from the products themselves. 
Digital production techniques and effects have also brought greater location flexibility to 
motion picture and television producers.54 There is less of a need to locate an entire cast and 
crew to a physical location when digital effects can be used to transform existing locations 
or completely create them digitally. The increased use of this technology will help reduce the 
environmental impacts of traveling for film production. New challenges have been presented 
as energy consumption and reliance on complicated, disposable high-tech electronic devices 
increase.

Job Growth and Workforce Development

Considering primary and support jobs, green employment in the Information sector is 
projected to increase by 6.1 percent over the 10-year period from 2010 to 2020. The growth 
in this sector is expected to be consistent throughout the projection horizon. Given the 
relatively small role of the Information sector as an employer in Louisiana, the projected 
additions to green employment in the sector are modest in quantity. In the first year, green 
employment is expected to increase from 251 in 2010 to 252 in 2011. An additional increase 
in 2012 brings the total to 254. By 2015, green employment is expected to reach 258 and 
will continue to increase through 2020, reaching 266 at the end of the projection horizon.

This growth in green employment follows the anticipated growth in total employment in 
the Information sector. The most recent industry projections for Louisiana estimate that 
total employment will increase by 6.1 percent over the 10-year period from 2008 to 2018. 
Those 2018 projections were revised in 2011 to reflect new information available since the 
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initial projections release including new developments identified through the Green Jobs 
Consortium research effort. 

The Information sector continues to grow in Louisiana, attracting new businesses and 
creating new needs for workforce development. These trends are particularly evident in film 
production and digital media, fields that require a variety of specialized skills. Demand for 
local talent is further encouraged by additional tax credits available to digital media and film 
producers who employ Louisiana residents. As Louisiana works to grow this industry, it will 
have to invest in infrastructure for these projects and develop its workforce.

Finally, it should be noted that the anticipated employment growth of green jobs in the 
information industry will be comprised of a combination of the creation of new green jobs 
and the gradual greening of existing jobs. While the combination of each factor has yet to 
be determined, training providers should consider the unique training needs brought on by 
each of these changes. For some green occupations, existing workers will need training 
to enhance their skills. For other occupations, curricula may be needed to provide a more 
comprehensive training for new workers or those entering a new occupation.

Key Players 

Louisiana Economic Development (LED): www.louisianaeconomicdevelopment.com 
State economic development agency. Promotes the state and its tax incentives to 
encourage projects in the state. 

Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA): www.mpaa.org 
Industry association responsible for the film rating system, piracy protection, and other 
efforts to advance the business and art of film making around the world. Developer of best 
practices guide for green production. 

Second Line Stages: www.secondlinestages.com 
The first LEED-certified movie production facility located in New Orleans. 

Regional Chambers of Commerce and Economic Development Agencies
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